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Abstract 
 
The fusion of art making and research enables the artist's practice to be understood as a unique 

form of enquiry.  Notions such as 'material thinking' go some way to explain complex creative 

phenomena normally shrouded within the peculiarities of individual practice. But, are such 

notions useful beyond the confines of the studio space and applicable to other areas of 

practice?   Can for example, the painter’s behaviour successfully integrate with the rational of 

the engineer or designer and contribute to their need for inquiry? Or is there a paradox between 

the subjective, open and unpredictability of art making and the problem led objectivity of say 

product design? By giving an account of automatic drawing fused within the process of 

industrial design, this paper considers the integration of two distinct practices, that of art 

making and that of engineering design. The proposition is that the reflexive personal 

interaction of art practice adopted within professional inquiry can offer new inspirations, new 

creative contradictions and ways of thinking. 
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Does creative problem solving within industrial design resemble inquiry within the visual arts? 
The professional worlds of artists and engineers are seen as distant to one another, but what if 
artistic ways of making could be useful to the development of new products? And what new 
understanding of the theory and practice of design would result? My current doctoral research 
done in collaboration with Learning Lab Denmark and CPH Design A/S attempts to answer 
these questions through a cross disciplined comparative study of reflective making within 
visual art and industrial design.  
 
Industrial Design is a fundamental and critical activity for a great many firms and can be 
defined as the creation and development of  new product, service and system concepts and 
specifications though the preparation of drawings, models and descriptions for the mutual 
benefit of producers and users. Even though Industrial Design is a clearly targeted toward goals 
related to the development of successful products and  a vital and highly organised and 
structured commercial activity,  it is nevertheless intrinsically dependent upon the simple 
notion of invention; of design as the creation of something new. Inquiry through visual arts 
practice shares this objective of searching for newness through complex making processes in 
conditions also characterised by chaos and uncertainty, but can it be considered relevant to the 
process of the design engineer?  
 
Research within fine practice can be seen as personal, critical and contextual inquiry mirroring 
the designers search for something new, but being inherently experimental in nature it adopts a 
constantly changing approach. This ever shifting dynamic ensures that knowledge belongs to 
the individual practitioner and not with the scientist or academic.  Embodied in material form 
or ways of making, this knowledge is significant to new possibilities of practice and not to any 
doctrine of professional practice. In this sense, although built upon established forms located 
within creative techniques and traditions, its methods remain in doubt and intangible.  Equally, 
the subjective nature of art making confronts artistic or contextual uncertainties and 
differences, further separating artistic research from any ‘positivist’ ways of thought. 
According to Samuel Beckett “art making is 'unnameable' because it has to invent its own 
methods each time rather than parrot pre-given ones.  Mapping itself during take-off, it cannot 
be spelled out in advance of the processes of its making” ( Maharaj, 2004). Even if artistic 
inquiry does draw upon knowledge from other fields, this re-invention of approach towards 
continually new situations and ideas means its nature remains constantly idiosyncratic and 
unique. 
 
As a process of making, art practice is driven by reflexion in action, not on established theory 
and technique. Theories and techniques are instead constructed uniquely to the particular case. 
As illuminated by Donald Schön “His inquiry is not limited to a deliberation about means 
which depends on a prior agreement about ends. He does not keep means and ends separate, 
but defines them interactively as he frames a problematic situation. He does not separate 
thinking from doing, ratiocinating (ra-shee-ass-inateing) his way to a decision which he must 
later convert to action”(Schön, 1983). This personal reflexive practice allows methods for 
exploration which are not only personal and unique but fickle and seemingly irrational, 
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changing in intent and purpose.   Practice undergoes constant revision, even if centred upon 
certain basic themes; it is a forever changing and open exploration depending upon the inner 
reality.  Typically previous avenues of enquiry are intermingled and refreshed with new issues, 
hopes, insights and interests.  Dominated by intuition, personal sensibility and culture, this 
practice is lead by a discourse with material able to take directions otherwise impossible with 
the rational and logic of discursive reflection. 
  
As with artistic practice, design inquiry can also be described in terms of reflective practice 
and as a ‘conversation with the situation’ where feedback is essential to the process of inquiry 
itself. Equally with design, the process is driven through the making of artifacts. The forms 
of material differ but the essence of creative searching remains the same.  For the designer it is 
sketching, computer modelling, simulations, physical mock-ups and prototypes that constitute 
their material. There are common materials, not only in the realm of drawing but the use of 
digital media or the use of found artifacts or consumer products continually shift the 
boundaries of the artist’s vehicles for inquiry. These may not always resemble the materials of 
the plastic arts but computer simulations, rapid prototyping, designer sketches and models are 
all made for reflection and feedback.  The reflective behaviour of design is different to that of 
art as it is largely equated with discursive thinking: thinking that manifests itself in language 
(Bonsiepe 2007), whereas visual art is founded upon visual sensibility and visual language. 
The essential difference thought is not one of language but of intent.  The artist’s motivation 
for reflexivity is essentially that of experience, wanting the process to offer surprise and the 
possibility to take new directions.  The engineers’ motivation on the other hand is one of proof, 
of satisfying predetermined goals: - will the proposal work, will it fulfil the projects needs?  
 
This essential difference points to a conflict between the practices, but a conflict with 
interesting potential!  Seeing this again from Schön’s perspective "The situations of practice 
are not problems to be solved but problematic situations characterised by uncertainty, disorder 
and indeterminacy… . " (Schön, 1983:16) In this way, the very characteristics of a problematic 
situation offer the potential for new discovery through artistic led practice, in contrast to the 
perceived hurdles of problem solving. 
 
The reflexive discovery of art practice is through making and the interaction and 
transformation of materials. This form of inquiry through the uncertainty and disorder of 
artifact making is known as material thinking.  The essence of ‘material thinking’ is "the 
interrelationship and parallel evolution of idea and material form, of abstract thought and 
physical artefact" (De Freitas, 2006, p. 1). Unexpected events are encouraged during this 
process in an attempt to ‘feed’ the dialogue.  Experienced through ‘flow’ and reflection in 
action the effect can be that of the maker becoming a passive viewer able to watch the 
unfolding development like a bystander.  In opposition to the development of design process 
through a form of dialectic, the distinction of art practice “is to mediate the process materially, 
allowing the unpredictable and differential situation to influence what is found” (Carter, 2006, 
p. 16) Is it possible though that the design situation can temporarily abandon focus upon 
problem solving and the rationality of it’s method to allow an evolution through material 
thinking?  
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The example offered here is as an illustration of the workings of material thinking at the 
meeting between two practices: visual art and industrial design. The design context is as part of 
a project carried out by the Danish design agency CPH Design and the airline company SAS 
concerning the design of a machine capable of allowing the automatic handling of passenger 
baggage into aircraft. The study builds upon a computer simulation of machine design and the 
process of automatic or free drawing.  Free drawing relies upon the reflexive play of the 
material alone to lead the progress of the activity; no cognitive activity is intended to influence 
the outcome.  The significant difference here to what might be a usual case of free drawing is 
the inclusion of machine elements at intervals during the process in an attempt to mix the 
concerns of the art making with the engineering design practices.  This contradiction of 
concerns increases the ‘problematic situations’ creating uncertainty, disorder and chaos.  
Although the initial progress of the drawing appeared to transpose the machine design into a 
more recognisable realm of ‘art drawing’ the drawing didn’t take on its own direction until the 
computer simulation was no longer evident.  From this point there followed a progression of 
drawing along a well trodden path. Characterised by automatic and responsive transformation 
of marks and suggested forms this state of timeless absorption in the process 
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) relies upon prior ‘practice’.  The hand is seemingly able to remember 
forms and references on its own, removing the need for conscious intervention. If painting is 
considered as a dialogue between artist and his material then drawing can be understood as 
previous, intuitive discussions around the subject. This evolution through the intuitive 
interaction between artist and work characterises the particular dialogue inherent in ‘material 
thinking’. 
 
It was the reintroduction of computer generated imagery of the machine elements that became 
the disruption causing gross uncertainty. Is it drawing or is it designing? As passive observer to 
the drawings progress, the tensions of different traditions became apparent as designer symbols 
and notation mixed with the usual mark making of my drawing practice.  This was a new 
experience; a new clash of concerns.  The combination of drawing and engineering design 
seemingly created a space which was neither one thing nor the other. Incongruously positioned 
worlds of art practice and machine design combined causing a kind of floating between both 
realms. There had been a change of state to some new domain of uncertainty!  This promoted a 
new phase of frantic uncertain activity that mixed concepts and visualisations of baggage flow 
within the drawing space.  At some particular instance during this chaos there emerged a new 
concept related to the operation of the original baggage sorting system. Connected to the 
previously unexplored sorting of 'Transfer baggage' at the machine site, this new concept 
offered technical, logistical and commercial opportunity not foreseen within the original design 
brief.  It was here that the drawing ended, not for its aesthetic effect but because something else 
had become solidified within the drawing. 
 
This introspective account of cross disciplined practice may raise concerns from the scientist 
on the lookout for objective validity. Was for example the discovery of new opportunity in this 
case merely an example of ‘incubation’ facilitated by the distraction of my drawing activity, 
having roots in the normative design activity that preceded it? Or is it simply a curious 
example of individual creativity, irrelevant to the practices of artistic or design research? And 
can indeed these principles, be adopted by others within wide ranging practical and academic 
disciplines? These questions suggest the inherent uncertainty involved in assessing the value of 
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‘material thinking’ external from the material embodiment its direct experience and having to 
rely solely upon cognitive interpretation. Despite these difficulties, practitioners are capable of 
shared judgements and explicit understanding of what can too easily be considered an arcane 
and incommunicably, secrete knowledge (Harrison, 2002). 
 
 
What ever the implicit concerns of this research study the wider consequence is to broaden the 
parameters for academic research beyond common scientific inquiry, and to embrace other 
forms of understanding and engagement. As expressed by Marshall and Newton “the intention 
is for these other forms to exhibit more direct relevance to, and draw more directly from, 
practice” (Marshall & Newton, 2000) 
 
Art practice is involved with the embodiment of understanding in artifacts through their 
cognitive, sensual, irrational and intuitive reflective making (footnote - modified from a 
definition of art by Mike King - From Max Ernst to Ernst Mach: epistemology in art and 
science).  As such the understanding resulting from this study is also intertwined with the 
results and situation of its making together with these accounts of the making process.  And, 
just as with the unpredictable nature of the art making process there is no manner to regulate 
this type of research approach. Amid warnings of trying to imitate the structures of established 
academic inquiry Maharaj writes or art research - “What matters today is it's 'difference'- the 
distinctive modalities of its knowledge production”. (Maharaj, 2004) 
 
Concerning the opportunities that lie in purposely encouraging conflicts and tensions between 
forms of thought and practice such as art practice and design engineering, the final words are 
given over to C. P. Snow. Writing of the possibility at the point of convergence between the 
world of art and science, he writes: 
  

There seems then to be no place where the cultures meet....[A]t the heart of 
thought and creation we are letting some of our best chances go by default.  
The clashing point of two subjects, two disciplines, two cultures - of two 
galaxies, so far as that goes - ought to produce creative chances. In the 
history of mental activity that has been where some of the breakthroughs 
came. – (Snow, 1964) 
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